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Railway Signaling System Design
ARS has experience with interlocking design
for relay interlocking systems and
Computer based interlocking systems,
such as products from
ALSTOM (VPI, ELIXS, VHLC)
Sharing modules and software tools across these applications
can decrease your design time, simplify installation and
maintenance, maximize training effectiveness, and reduce
spares inventory requirements.
Capabilities of the ElectrologIXS include :
Ground Fault Detection,
Train Detection ,
Broken Rail Detection,
Light Out Protection,
Approach Lighting Control,
AC (Alternating Current) Power off Detection,
Cab Signal Output Control,
Vital two-wire inputs for track switch controller protection,
HR relay drives for release of electric locked switches,
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Railway signaling system design
Train Control System
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Alkmaar Railway Signaling has many years of experience in customising
Centralised Traﬀc Control (CTC) SCADA systems, for example in Sri
Lanka, Australia and the Netherlands.
The example below shows one implementation of our SCADA CTC
architecture. On the bottom row you can see the individual stations and the
network backbone, in the middle the redundant server and maintenance
terminal and at the top the operator workstations.

Alkmaar Railway Signaling is not only able to supply and
customise SCADA systems for railway signalling, but also
for any other system where SCADA control and
monitoring is required, such as power monitoring, facility
monitoring or alarm management. Our SCADA system
supports multiple communications options, including
serial, ethernet and radio. If requested, all these SCADA
applications can be integrated into one system.
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The automatic level crossing systems of Alkmaar Railway
Signaling protect level crossings between road and railway traﬀc. A
barrier prevents road traﬀc from entering the dangerous area
around the tracks, allowing the train to pass safely. Reliability, a
long lifespan and minimal maintenance are merely some of the
cast-iron qualities of the level crossing systems of Alkmaar Railway
Signaling.

Well thought-out design,
robust components
The level crossing systems of Alkmaar Railway
Signaling are durable down to the smallest detail and
consist of the following components:
Post with plinth
Barrier mechanism
Road signals
St Andrew’s cross
Electronic bell
Oval aluminium barrier with a maximum length of
5.25 meters, or
Ÿ Wooden barrier with a maximum length of 9.5 meters
Ÿ Counterweights
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The barrier mechanism consists of a gearbox driven by
a 24 or 12V DC motor. The motor shaft has a holding
magnet with a one-way coupling. As long as the magnet
is energised, the level-crossing barrier cannot come
down. When the magnet is not energised, gravity pulls
the barrier down. From an angle of 52° down to the
horizontal position, the motor slows down the
movement of the barrier.

Especially for level crossing protection systems,
Alkmaar Railway Signaling has developed the LED
crossing control
signal. Using LEDs guarantees maximum reliability and
safety: even if one LED group fails, the signal will remain
lit and visible. Moreover, LEDs rapidly reach their
maximum brightness and switch oﬀ quickly, resulting in
ﬂashing signals with much higher visibility.
The level crossing protection system is equipped with an
electronic bell assembly (EBA). This unique bell has
adjustable sound pressure and a day/night switch
function.
The bell is available for numerous connection voltages
and
with a number of diﬀerent tones.
The Alkmaar Railway Signaling aluminium level
crossing barrier with integrated LED modules provides
maximum safety. The barrier is designed to break oﬀ at a
given point in case of a collision, thus preventing
damage to the mechanism. A cable tethers the arm to
the support, preventing further damage due to ﬂying
parts. LED lighting modules and retro-reﬂecting foil in
white and red are both featured on the arm, maximising
visibility. Both sides of the barrier have a permanent antigraﬀti coating.
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Complete design
High-grade Transport System Solutions components
Vandal-proof
Maximum visibility thanks to LED technology
Virtually maintenance-free
Extremely reliable
Long life guaranteed

Alkmaar Railway Siganling also has a level crossing
especially designed for crossings with cycle tracks.

For information
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or go to our website
www.alkmaar-rs.com.

At intersections between rail and road, barrier
mechanisms are used to visually and physically close oﬀ
the crossings. Smooth functioning under all
circumstances, reliability, a long lifespan and minimal
maintenance are the core qualities of the Transport
System Solutions Bs600 barrier mechanism,
guaranteeing the safety of road users, train passengers,
personnel and goods.

Safe and reliable
The mechanism of the BS600 barrier consists of a steel
frame bolted by its base plate onto a pre-cast concrete
plinth, ensuring maximum rigidity. The plinth has built-in
cable channels.
The position of the barrier can be remotely monitored via
the position contacts. A strong holding magnet keeps the
barrier in the vertical position. As long as the magnet is
energized, the level-crossing barrier cannot come down.
When the magnet is not energized, gravity pulls the
barrier down. If a shorter lowering time is required, the
barrier can also be driven downward mechanically. The
BS600 barrier mechanism moves very rapidly, but
closing and opening times are adjustable. The BS600
barrier is also available with an emergency battery.
Easy installation
The Alkmaar Railway Signaling BS600 barrier
mechanism has a vandal-proof, ﬂame-retardant plastic
housing.

If required, the control cabinet can be placed at some
distance. The BS600 barrier mechanism can handle
12 volts, 24 volts and 220 volts.
Because the mechanical adjustments are preset in
the factory, the BS600 barrier mechanism can be
easily and quickly installed on site.
The BS600 barrier mechanism is available in a
standard and in a modular design. The modular
design has a mounting post for an electronic bell
assembly (EBA), road signals, St Andrew’s cross and
other components. In case of a longer barrier, an
extra counterweight is added to the short end of the
barrier to keep it balanced.
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Easy installation due to factory presets
Optional emergency battery
Adjustable opening and closing times
Long life
Low maintenance
Low energy consumption
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Not only for railway
The Alkmaar Railway Signaling electronic bell
assembly (EBA) replaces the electromechanical bell.
The EBA can not only be used for railway crossings,
but for example also in systems for closing oﬀ bridges.
A special feature is that the sound level can be
adjusted and that the bell has a day/night switch.
These innovations make the electronic bell assembly
suited for use in any environment.

Stand-alone or built-in
The casing of the electronic bell assembly is made of
cast aluminium. This makes the bell suitable for all
weather condi tions, including tropical climates. The
EBA can be used as a stand-alone unit, but it can also
be built in by mounting the loudspeaker behind a grid in
a signal back plate. In the latter case, the controller
board can be accommodated in the terminal box.
The electronic bell assembly can handle a large
variety of supply voltages. Almost all types of barrier
mechanisms in the Netherlands are equipped with an

Alkmaar Railway Signaling electronic bell assembly.
The bell is available in a number of diﬀerent tones.
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Solid and weatherproof casing of cast aluminium
Stand-alone or built-in
Available for various supply voltages
Adjustable sound levels and tones
Day/night switch for decreasing sound level
High operational reliability
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Especially for level crossing protection systems, Alkmaar
Railway Signaling has developed the LED XC signal. Our LED
signals are reliable, virtually maintenance-free and visible
under all circumstances and from all angles. Alkmaar Railway
Signaling makes no concessions when it comes to safety and
reliability.
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The Alkmaar Railway Signaling barrier mechanisms can be
ﬁtted with several types of barrier. Our aluminium level
crossing barrier with integrated LED modules meets all the
necessary requirements. The design is modern with an oval,
asymmetrical cross section. It is highly visible, lightweight,
virtually maintenance-free, safe and graﬀti-proof.

Maximum safety
At intersections between rail and road, barrier
mechanisms are used to visually and physically close
oﬀ the crossing. The Alkmaar Railway Signaling
aluminium level crossing barrier with integrated LED
modules has an innovative design. The barrier is
designed to break oﬀ at a given point in case of a
collision, thus preventing damage to the mechanism. A
cable tethers the arm to the support, preventing ﬂying
parts and further damage and injury.
Maximum visibility
LED lighting modules and retro-reﬂecting foil in white
and red are both featured on the arm, maximising
visibility both in the daytime and at night. In addition, the
Alkmaar Railway Signaling barrier is unrivalled in a
modern street scene. Both sides of the barrier have a
permanent, durable anti-graﬀti

coating, making sure the barrier maintains its original
state. Thanks to the coating, the barrier can be cleaned
in just minutes.
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Very high visibility
Modern design
Durable anti-graﬀti coating
Safety guaranteed due to breaking-oﬀ point
Lightweight
Virtually maintenance-free
Available in any length in increments of 250 mm
Optional fencing
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There may be serious consequences when a point is not
properly closed or not closed at all. With the Alkmaar
Railway Signaling NSE2 and NSE2 HL point machines,
there is no need for concern. Alkmaar Railway Signaling
point machines are reliable, safe and low maintenance. We
have supplied a large number of point machines to many
countries in the world.
This product speciﬁcation applies to both NSE2 and NSE2
HL point machines.

Made to keep on going

Durable down to the smallest detail

The NSE2 point machine is ftted with a maintenancefree sliding bar. Durability tests have proven that the
sliding bar still works perfectly and shows virtually no
wear after one million strokes. The NSE2 point
machine’s reliability and durability are signiﬁcantly
enhanced compared to other models. For example, the
brass contact blocks are coated with a 3 mm silver
tungsten top, preventing oxidation from isolating the
contact points. The NSE2 point machine is also ﬁtted
with an Entrelec terminal block that meets the Dutch
NEN 1010 standard. To enhance safety, the connections
to the motor are electrically insulated.

The Alkmaar Railway Signaling NSE2 point machine
is ﬁtted with extremely durable ceramic sliding blocks.
This material is extremely hard and resistant to
abrasions, eliminating the need for greasing the
sliding blocks. Our point machine requires
maintenance only once every two years. The hot-dip
galvanised cover is designed in such a way that
moisture cannot enter the vital parts of the NSE2 point
machine, preventing mechanical and electrical
failures.
The NSE2 point machine is available in two types: the
NSE2 is suitable for installation on wooden or
concrete sleepers; the NSE2 HL is suitable for
installation in steel hollow sleepers. Both are available
with maintenance- free rods.

Electrical
Supply voltage
Detection circuit
current at nominal load
Slip current
Isolation value (new)
EMC compliant
Degree of protection

120 V DC
2A up to 28V DC
1A up to 250v AC
max 5A
max 7A
50 Ohm (tested at
500V DC for 10min)
Yes
Ip54

Mechanical
Stroke
Throwing force/Load
Retention force
Running time for normal load
Blocking force
Manual operation
Lifespan

120mm
3000N - 5500 +/- 500N
7.5kN +/- 0.5Kn
(adjustable)
< 3 sec at nominal load
>> 10.000N
Yes, with hand crank
Approx. 1.000.000 single
strokes

Maintenance and servicing
In addition to supplying NSE2 point machines, Alkmaar
Railway Signaling also provides point machine maintenance.
Our service operates on a national level and is available 24
hours a day. We can also service, maintain and supply parts
for your point machines.

For years color light signals have been equipped with ordinary
light bulbs, meaning regular replacements of lamps and, more
crucially, regular lamp-outs. The new generation LEDs of
Alkmaar Railway Signaling signals puts an end to these
problems.
We produce LED signals for various railway applications. Our
special cost-eﬀective LED signal for light and medium rail
applications is also suitable for the station area in heavy rail
applications where short or mid-range lights are used.
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For years color light signals have been equipped with ordinary
light bulbs, meaning regular replacements of lamps and, more
crucially, regular lamp-outs. Normal light bulbs have the added
disadvantage that phantom aspect may occur. The LED2
generation of Alkmaar Railway Signaling signals puts an end to
these problems. Signals currently ftted with ordinary light bulbs
can be upgraded easily by installing the LEDs module specially
designed for existing casings.

High visibility, high reliability
The Alkmaar Railway Signaling LED2 light sources
are developed especially for railway applications. LED
technology ensures maximum visibility and maximum reliability.
The reliability of the electronics ensures that the LEDs are
always illuminated optimally. And if one or more LEDs fails,
the signal will remain lit and visible. LED2 light sources are
available in red, yellow and green. The LED2 generation light
source is vandal-proof because it is ftted with 80 individual
synthetic lenses instead of a glass lens.
Once the replacement module or the new signal is installed,
it requires no further maintenance. The LED2 generation is
practically maintenance-free due to its very high operational
safety. Cleaning the front of the light once every two years is
the only maintenance it requires.

'Fit and Forget': low maintenance and costeﬀcient
Alkmaar Railway Signaling LED2 generation signals ensure

you can take the term 'Fit and Forget' literally. They are
virtually maintenance-free and the extremely long lifespan
of the LEDs makes them remarkably cost-eﬀcient.
Ÿ In almost all cases, conventional light bulbs can be
Ÿ
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replaced by LED2 light sources
High visibility in all circumstances
Extremely long life-span
Very reliable
Virtually maintenance-free
Vandal-proof
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The Netherlands has over 2,700 protected level crossings.
Almost all of these level crossings are equipped with Alkmaar
Railway Siganling Systems level crossing protection equipment.
From Andreas cross, and barrier pole to a complete AHOB
installation. Alkmaar Railway Signaling Systems has the lead
in level crossing protection equipment. With more than 125
years of rail experience, we oﬀer great quality and service in our
products that customer can rely on.

Everything as you like it
Alkmaar Railway Siganling Systems has a wide range of Our Two Lamp Flasher Unit (Existing SLR Type) – is an
level crossing protection equipment. You can consult us for:
existing Level Crossing Road Signal type currently
in use by the Sri Lanka Railways. All dimensions and
Ÿ Barrier signs
specifcations are in accordance to the SLR's requirement.
Ÿ Waiting signs
Ÿ Barrier poles
The signal body is built and assembled in Holland.
Ÿ Assembled AHOB posts
The photo above shows the Sri Lanka Type Level Crossing
Ÿ Barrier mechanisms
Road Signals and the mechanical drawing below illustrates
Ÿ LED XC signals
the dimensions and assembly overview of the Signal.
Ÿ Andreas crosses
Ÿ Electronic warning bells
Ÿ Aluminum crossing barriers with LED lights
Ÿ Wooden crossing barriers
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